“Introduction to C++ Programming” Online Course

Assignment 1 — Your First Computer Program

Write a program that outputs your personal information in a card-like format.

Your card information should be a series of lines containing the title line, your name, address, city, state, zip and phone number. Format it similar to mine. Be observant of columnar alignments and blank lines added for spacing.

Assignment #1 by Vic Broquard

Name:    Vic Broquard
Address: 10305 Ridge Line Road
          East Some City, IL
          61611
Phone:   (309) 699-9999

Note that this program has no “variables” and consists of one or more cout lines. You can output the information using six cout instructions or jam it all into a single cout.

Create the cpp source program, compile and execute the program.

You should turn in a printed copy of the source program and a screen shot of the program’s output.